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SC and the funds managed by our company are shareholders of TACHI-S (“TACHI-S” or the “Company”).  
In order to increase shareholder value, we have submitted the following proposals to TACHI-S by 
exercising our right to make a shareholder proposal

Executive Summary Assumed Return

Strategic Capital, Inc.’s (SC) goal is to unlock enterprise and shareholder value through dialogue with 
the Company’s Executive Management (“Management”) and the exercise of shareholder rights.

Details

Executive Summary

What’s New

i. Disclose the cost of equity

ii. Authorize the AGM to dispose of rental real estate

iii. Dispose of rental real estate

iv. Authorize AGM to cancel treasury stock

v. Cancel treasury stock

vi. Obligate dialogue with shareholders

vii. Take action to reduce cross-shareholdings

Proposal withdrawn on May 12, 
2022.  See here for details

Proposal withdrawn on May 27, 
2022.  See here for details
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Executive Summary Assumed Return

If our shareholder proposal is approved and management policy is changes as we have proposed, it is assumed shareholders would 
receive a special dividend of 353 yen/share.  When compared to the stock price on March 31, 2022, shareholders would earn a total 
return of +72%.

Assumed return to shareholders from the passage of the proposals

What’s NewDetails

(Note: Estimated share price is calculated by dividing the FY2021 EPS forecast by the dividend yield of 6%. The special dividend assumes that 

the entire proceeds from the after-tax sale of cross-shareholdings and rental real estate will be used for the special dividend)
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III

Long-term share price weakness due to the inefficient management→ Disclose the cost of equity (COE)

Since 2010, the Company’s stock price has rarely exceeded dissolution value. We believe one of the reasons for the prolongated slump is the
excessive level of equity capital and the corresponding low capital efficiency. Senior managements lack of awareness regarding the cost of
capital may be one reason they make ineffective decisions that result in capital efficiency being at such a low level.

We propose the Company disclose COE and the basis for calculation to encourage decisions to be made with the cost of capital in mind and
unlock the stocks valuation.

Rental real estate with low capital efficiency→ Authorize the AGM to dispose of rental real estate. Sell rental real estate

As of March 31, 2021, the Company owns approx. JPY 5.0B at market price in rental real estate. While implementing structural reforms such as
selling off factories, the Company is neglecting to dispose of its rental real estate which can be more easily sold.

As the Company is neglecting to sell the rental real estate despite the low capital efficiency, we propose to authorize the general meeting of
shareholders to decide and subsequently sell the properties as soon as possible.

Neglecting potential dilution risk from holding treasury stock→ Authorize the AGM to cancel treasury stock. Cancel treasury stock

As of December 31, 2021, the Company held treasury stock equal to approx. 3% of the total shares outstanding. Despite the potential dilution
risk to shareholders from holding such stock, senior management has neglected to dispose of its treasury stock holdings for over a decade.

If the Company is not going to cancel the treasury stock by its own volition, we propose to authorize the general meeting of shareholders to
decide and speedily cancel the stock.

Background & key points on the proposals

Details What’s NewExecutive Summary Assumed Return

On May 12, 2022, we withdrew the shareholder proposals regarding rental real estate.  
Please see here for details 

On May 27, 2022, we withdrew the shareholder proposals regarding cancellation of 
treasury stock.  Please see here for details 

https://stracap.jp/english/
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IR policy that denies dialogue with shareholders → Obligate dialogue with shareholders

Strategic Capital requested the Company to speak with the independent outside Directors, but the request was denied.

We propose that directors, when required to meet with shareholder holding a certain level of voting rights, are obliged to attend the meeting

by themselves in order to improve shareholder value through dialogue with shareholders

Cross-shareholdings that loosen management discipline and reduce capital efficiency → Take action to reduce cross-shareholdings

The Company states that it holds cross-shareholdings such as TOYOTA BOSHOKU (“TOYOBO”) and other business partners for purposes such as

“collaboration” or “maintaining business”. However, Yoshihiro Ito, Director & CFO of TOYOBO have denied this stating “there is no causal

relationship between holding stock and business relationships”. Despite knowing this fact, the Company continues to hold TOYOBO shares.

We propose that the Company sell its cross-shareholdings based on clear criteria that takes into account the policies of the companies issuing

the shares of cross-shareholdings.

Background cont’d 

Details

III

What’s NewExecutive Summary Assumed Return
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04.25.2022

Notified TACHI-S of our execution of shareholders’ right to make a proposal at the AGM.  See press release here. 

04.26.2022

Campaign website for TACHI-S created 

05.12.2022

Withdrawal of shareholder proposals regarding rental real estate.  See details here.

05.27.2022

Withdrawal of shareholder proposals regarding cancellation of treasury stock.  See details here.

What’s New

What’s NewExecutive Summary Assumed Return Details
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Stock price that constantly trades below dissolution value

TACHI-S stock has remained below its dissolution value for a long period of time. Even now the P/B ratio is a very low 0.48x.

This contrasts with the stock price levels of other comparable companies in the industry which have been above the dissolution value for a long period of time,
so the weakness in the stock price cannot be attributed to the industry environment.

Data Source: Quick Astra Manager 

Issue II Issue IVIssue I Issue V Issue VI Issue VIIIssue III Issue VII Issue IX
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Capital efficiency below cost of capital

The cheap stock valuation indicates that ROE is below the required return shareholders are seeking. Namely the Company’s ROE has remained well below
9% (our estimation of COE).

Issue IIIIssue IIIssue I Issue IV Issue V Issue VI Issue VII Issue VII Issue IX

Cost of  Equity = 7% cost of equity set by DENSO Corp (pg 52 of Integrated Report) + 2% premium (accounting for small-cap 
premium; lack of broker coverage; lack of IR activities and subject to greater volatility etc.)  

Data Source: Quick Astra Manager, 03/2022 are company forecasts
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Structural reforms to improve ROE

Until FY2021 ROE had been pushed down by a series of extraordinary losses. However, now that structural reforms have run their course, we strongly expect
Management to promote measures to improve ROE and achieve ROE that exceeds the cost of shareholders' equity.

Issue IIIIssue I Issue II Issue IV Issue V Issue VI Issue VII

Data Source: Quick Astra Manager and company materials

Issue VII Issue IX
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Uncertain ROE targets

In the current mid-term management plan, the Company has disclosed an ROE target, but it is vague, with a minimum of 8% and a target of 10%. We believe
that the “minimum" target should be 10%, given the Company’s COE. This unclear disclosure of ROE targets gives little indication of what the Company perceives
as its COE.

Therefore, we propose the disclosure of COE and engage in a dialogue to ensure that the level perceived by the Company is consistent with the level expected by
shareholders.

Data Source: Company FY2020 Financial Results Presentation

Issue IVIssue I Issue II Issue III Issue V Issue VI Issue VII Issue VII Issue IX

Company’s Strategic Objective in the MTBP
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Capital policy that ignores capital efficiency

We believe that TACHI-S needs to leverage in order to improve its ROE. Over the past decade, TACHI-S has gradually reduced its equity capital ratio, however, at
48% there is still plenty of room to leverage.

Issue V

Data Source Quick Astra Manager and Annual Securities Report

Issue I Issue II Issue III Issue IV Issue VI Issue VII Issue VII Issue IX
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Excess cash equivalents* held

TACHI-S holds net cash equal to more than 60% of the market cap and is one of the factors that reduce the capital efficiency of the Company.

In fact, a breakdown of cash equivalents shows that TACHI-S holds cash equivalents in excess of its market capitalization, which in our opinion is an excessive
level. Reducing the over-abundance of low return cash equivalents is essential to increasing shareholder value.

Market cap as of March 31, 2022.  
*Cash equivalents = cash and cash equivalents + securities (ex stock of subsidiaries and affiliates) after tax + rental real estate after tax
Net cash = cash equivalents – interest-bearing debt (incl lease obligations)
Enterprise value = market cap – net cash

Issue VIIssue I Issue II Issue III Issue IV Issue V Issue VII Issue VII Issue IX

Data Source:   Quick Astra Manager  
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Rental real estate with low capital efficiency

In the 2021-2024 MTBP disclosed by the Company in May 2009, they set an 8% ROIC target for FY2024. In November 2009, TACHI-S announced the sale of the
Hiratsuka Plant as one of the measures to improve the profit structure. However, there has been no announced policy on the sale of rental real estate where the
ROIC is only a little over 2%.

Therefore, we propose authorizing the AGM to dispose of rental real estate followed by the prompt sale of rental real estate etc.

Data Source: Quick Astra Manager, company disclosures and estimates
ROIC (rental real estate) estimated using market value and rental income/loss disclosed by the Company

Issue VIIIssue I Issue II Issue III Issue IV Issue V Issue VI Issue VII Issue IX
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Update May 12, 2022
On April 27th, 2022, TACHI-S disclosed in a “Notice Concerning the Policy on the Sale of Fixed Assets”
(Japanese only) that the Company intends to sell the majority of its rental real estate properties.
Although they have not committed to selling all the properties, we have determined that the Company’s
management policy regarding rental real estate has clearly changed in the direction sought by us and
there is no longer a need to seek a sale of rental real estate through a shareholder proposal.

https://stracap.jp/english/
https://www.tachi-s.co.jp/dcms_media/other/20220427_tachi-s.pdf
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Why ROIC is neglected

We suspect the reason TACHI-S manages at odds with its ROIC targets is that the ROIC targets are too low. In addition, the calculation method is designed to
overvalue the profits of joint ventures. For example, ROIC for a 60%-owned consolidated subsidiary ignores the 40% non-controlling interest, resulting in a
much higher level of ROIC than is actually the case.

Thus, if the MTBP keeps its ambiguous ROE targets and inaccurate ROIC calculations, it will be impossible to “manage with an awareness of the cost of
capital". In order to promote structural reforms, they should first disclose the COE (Issue IV) and sell the rental real estate properties (Issue VII)

Issue I Issue II Issue III Issue IV Issue V Issue VI Issue VIIIssue VII Issue IX

Issues with TACHI-S ROIC calculation

𝑹𝑶𝑰𝑪=
Op. inc. after tax  + Investment P&L (equity method)  

Avg shareholder equity
(beginning and end of period)

Avg int-bearing debt
(beginning and end of period)+

❶ Combines operating income of all 
consolidated subsidiaries

❷ Equity capital of consolidated subsidies is 
combined only with their capital contributions

Example: ROIC of a 60% owned consolidated subsidiary

Non-cons/

consolidated

❶ Operating Income after tax

10

Consolidated
Capital of subsidiary

100

Non-

consolidated

Non-controlling 

interest 40

❷ Equity capital

60

TACHI-S perceived
invested capital  60

16%：Recognized ROIC
(TACHI-S) 

Actual invested capital
100 10%：Actual ROIC

Data Source: constructed by SC using company disclosure materials
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Management neglect of treasury stock

TACHI-S Management has neglected the treasury stock it holds. In the past, TACHI-S has retired treasury stock from time to time, but since Taro Nakayama was
made president to now, when Yuichiro Yamamoto replaced him, treasury stock has been left untouched and unused. TACHI-S holds approximately 3% of its
total outstanding shares in treasury stock. Treasury stock are synonymous with potential dilution risk to shareholders and should be promptly retired if
unused.

Given that the current Management has left treasury stock unretired, we propose to authorize the general meeting of shareholders to decide and speedily
cancel the stock.

Issue IXIssue I Issue II Issue III Issue IV Issue V Issue VI Issue VIIIssue VII

Data Source: Quick Astra Manager, Company disclosure materials  

Update May 27, 2022
On May 13th, 2022, TACHI-S released a “Notice Regarding Receipt of Shareholder Proposal and the
Opinions of the Board of Directors” (Japanese only) in which it states the treasury stocks held are
effectively only 1.79% of the total shares outstanding after taking into account stock-based compensation
to officers and employees. Although TACHI-S did not disclose the specific usage for the treasury stock, we
have concluded the amount is not excessive and there is no longer a need to request the cancellation of
the treasury stock through a shareholder proposal.

https://stracap.jp/english/
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Relationship between TACHI-S and TOYOBO

As of March 2021, the Company held 8.7 Billion JPY in cross-shareholdings, 
including 2.4 Billion JPY in shares of Toyota Boshoku Corp (“TOYOBO”).  In its 
Annual Securities Report, TACHI-S claims that it holds shares in TOYOBO for the 
purpose of “strengthening ties” but TOYOBO Director Ito denies this.

However, TACHI-S Director Komatsu, despite knowing of the comment by Ito, 
continues to insist that “it is TACHI-S’s decision whether or not to hold the 
shares” and “TACHI-S is holding the shares in the hope that business 
opportunities will be created.”

We believe that TACHI-S Management is not making an appropriate judgment 
regarding cross-shareholdings as it is difficult to believe that  it is “strengthening 
ties” can be expected after being denied by the representatives of the business 
counterparties.  Therefore, we propose to sell the cross-shareholdings based on 
clear criteria. 

Overview Dialogue I Dialogue II View I

TACHI-S
TOYOTA 

BOSHOKU
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Denial by TOYOBO on the significance of holding cross-shares

Dialogue I

Will the sale by TACHI-S of its cross-shareholding in Toyota 
Boshoku affect the business relationship?

Whether it is TACHI-S or another company, everyday business 
transactions and holding shares have nothing to do with each other.  
In addition, whether or not to sell the shares is not a decision to be 
made by Toyota Boshoku, but rather by the company that holds the 
shares.

Director Ito

Overview Dialogue II View I

TOYOTA 
BOSHOKU
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TACHI-S argues the significance of cross-shareholdings

During the financial results briefing, Toyota Boshoku denied any relationship between 
holding shares and business transaction. Your Annual Securities Report states that the 
purpose of holding stock is to 'strengthen collaboration,' but this may be an error.

Overview Dialogue IIDialogue I

Why is owning stock a good thing for business? Is there a cause-and-effect relationship?

The Company holds the shares of for the purpose as stated in the Annual Securities 
Report. Whether or not we hold them is at our discretion. Director Komatsu

View I

TACHI-S

The alliance with Toyota Boshoku has enabled us to share parts, etc.  While some say 
that similar measures can be taken without holding shares, we believe that holdings 
the shares are valuable in helping advance discussions and other impacts which 
cannot be quantitatively demonstrated.

Director Komatsu

TACHI-S

So, you are saying that even if the issuing company insists shares have nothing to do with 
it, you are holding because you think it might be a good thing one way or the other?

We are holding it in the hope that it will create business opportunities for us.
Director Komatsu

TACHI-S

https://stracap.jp/english/
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Why Tachi-S cannot sell TOYOBO shares

Overview

We believe one reason TACHI-S cannot sell its shares, is the stance of Toyota Boshoku.
We believe that 58.8% of TOYOBO shares are still held through cross-shareholdings
including TACHI-S and the Toyota Group. We believe that this “invisible” takeover
defense measures is more harmful than the visible ones which are often criticized.

If what Director Ito said is true, companies like TACHI-S that hold TOYOBO shares as
cross-shareholding are holding them in the hope of some one-sided advantage.
However, TOYOBO itself holds approximately 17.9% in cross-shareholdings. It is
difficult for us to believe the large number of TOYOBO shares held as cross-
shareholdings are by their own volition and are concerned that TOYOBO may be
requesting each of its cross-shareholders, including Tachi-S, to hold these shares.

Therefore, we propose that Tachi-S sell its cross-shareholdings based on clear and
reasonable criteria that also takes into account the policies of TOYOBO and other
companies issuing cross-shareholdings.

Further, we strongly hope that TOYOBO will encourage its cross-shareholders to sell
their shares, that Tachi-S will sell its TOYOBO shares, and that both companies will
prove that our concerns are unfounded through clear actions.

Dialogue II View IDialogue I

Cross-
shares

18%

Large 
affiliated 

companies
41%

Other 
41%

Majority secured, more 

harmful than visible 

takeover defense 

measures

TOYOBO

creating stable 

shareholders
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Revisions

04.26.2022  Campaign website for TACHI-S opened
05.12.2022 Updated to reflect withdraw of shareholder proposals regarding rental real estate  
05.27.2022 Updated to reflect withdraw of shareholder proposals regarding cancellation of treasury stock
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• This presentation is a reference translation of the original website in Japanese. In the event of any differences between the original Japanese 
version and the English translation, the original Japanese version shall prevail.

• This presentation is composed of analysis of Strategic Capital, information from our activist activities and release from companies. 
Information and documents in this presentation are composed of materials we believe to be trusted and latest, however we do not guarantee 
the accuracy, completeness etc. 

• We are not responsible for any judgement using information in this presentation. All copyrights and other intellectual property rights belong 
to us. Reproducing all or any part of the contents of this site is prohibited without author's permission.
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